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I. Introduction to Jeju Arirang 

I would like to fly like an eagle(Im, 2010) is a collection of memory drawings which contains Im 

Kyong Jae's autobiographical memory drawings and writings in caligraphy ink on caligraphy 

paper, edited by Im Aeduck. The author has not been  a real artist but a real farmer and 

community leader for all his life. He was born in 1935. He drew many drawings like comic books 

about his experience from the age of 74 in 2008 to the age of 79 in 2013. Now he is not so good  

in 2015. Now he had the first stroke in February, 2009 and the second stroke in May, 2014. After 

the second stroke he developed his senility which was diagnosed in July, 2014 and now he can 

read words but he cannot draw any circle nor write any word even his name in Oct. 2015.

I would like to fly like an eagle and Chongsu village history: Chongsu drawn in caligraphy ink 

on caligraphy paper written by Im, Kyong Jae are  autobiographical community history books 

surrounding a farming village called Chongsuri, north-western in the mountains in Jeju Island 

from the 1930s to the 1960s from the perspective of a farmer for all his life.  Im Kyong Jae began 

to draw his life on caligraphy paper in caligraphy ink from 2008. He spilled out all his memory 

from his childhood during Japanese military regime in 1940s to democratic development project in 

1960s on the paper to his full ability.

This paper is not aimed at testifying whether his drawings are true or not, or whether Im 

Kyong Jae wrote on the basis of the truth or not. This is not for ideological argument. The 

emotional truth based on memory can be different depending on the point of view. This paper 

is based completely on 2 drawing books by Im Kyong Jae and his daughter's diaries recording 
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intensive interviews and observations from 2008 to 2014 and I use the third observer's viewpoint, 

'She' or 'Her' instead of the first person narrative perspective, 'I' or "my' to ensure objectivity even 

though I wrote those diaries.

We usually have talked about trauma of Jeju 4.3 victimized family who has family members killed 

by police or military. Kim Yu-Kyung et others(2012) in "An art therapy approach to the trauma of 

the survivors of the Jeju April 3rd uprising" wrote about "An art therapy approach to the trauma 

of the survivors of the Jeju April 3rd uprising" after interviewing a victim family. Yeong Cheol 

Eum(2013) wrote "Treatment Course of the Historical Trauma-Viewed from the Novel, Uncle Suni 

by Hyun Ki-Young."  Who were victims of Jeju 4.3?

Gwon Gwi-Sook(2006) underlined 4.3 memory cannot be simply divided into two groups 

including victims and attackers but the memory of survivors from 4.3 can be different depending 

on the village, community, social class, gender etc. What is more, according to Gwon(2006) 

memory can be different from occupational origin, whether they were police, guard, military, 

seobuk youth unit meaning young soldiers from west and north, sansaram(people hidden into 

mountain), left group, or right group, 'and resident's position whether they were victims, refugees, 

women, civilian protection unit etc.

This paper is going to talk about  trauma of an innocent boy in a farming village called Chongsu 

in the mountain who was not 4.3 victim family nor the police nor military family but  who had to 

endure 4.3 tragedy in horror. The boy was just a child who didn't know any political issue or 

whatever at all.  

His daughter wrote in the epilogue of the book, titled I would like to fly like an eagle, that his 

father had never talked about Jeju 4.3  before this drawing work(Im K.J. 2010) because he was 

forced to be silent for more than 60 years. His daughter never heard about 4.3 tragedy until she 

watched his father's drawings drawn in tears. She wrote she would like to call her father's woeful 

experience during Jeju 4.3 as 'Arirang, Chongsu Arirang' in 2010. She wrote, we should sing 

Chongsu Arirang to relieve the grief over 60 years. Now I would like to call the title of this paper 

as Jeju Arirang for the hope to generalize this case study to heal Jeju local people with Jeju 4.3 

experience.

Im Kyong Jae didn't know at all about art therapy or psycho social approach or Freud's 

psycho-analysis. He didn't read any material about 4.3 nor hear anything about history. All 

his drawings and writings came completely from his memory. He was an inborn and raised 

leader for farming village. He had never showed any abnormal behavior but he rather showed 

his perfectionistic attitudes. This paper is aimed at searching for applicability of psycho social 

approach to relieve trauma of Jeju people who lived during 4.3 tragedy. The research questions 

are as follows: 

1. Was it possible to help the client with 4.3 traumatic memory to ventilate the emotion dormant 

for more than 60 years?

2. Which was better to make it, verbal or nonverbal expression?

3. Is any psycho social approach applicable and replicable to treat 4. 3 trauma?
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II. Research Method

1. Research  purpose

This paper is aimed at searching for applicability of a psycho social approach to relieve trauma 

of Jeju people who lived during Jeju 4.3 whatever their social position or political position might 

be. From the starting point to the end, Im Kyong Jae's daughter didn't mean to apply any social 

work practical theory or experiments even if she is a social worker with Ph.D. in social welfare 

and teaching social work practice at local community college and at Jeju National University. 

That's why she didn't prepare for pre and post test for clinical or medical assessment. That is, this 

paper is not a result of any experiment or intervention. Rather this paper is a literature research as 

a second material analysis to search for any applicability of psycho social approach to treat 4.3 

trauma.

2. Research scope

This paper will analyze the contents and processes sad and bad memory during Jeju 4.3 trauma 

were expressed in Im Kyong Jae's drawings published in 2010, and in 2014 and interactions 

between father and daughter expressed in his daughter's diaries from January 8, 2008, to 

February, 2014 which recorded a lot of interviews with her father and all his drawing processes 

from the starting point(January 4, 2008) to the finishing point(February, 2014). But all his drawings 

cannot be covered in this paper. This paper will analyze a few drawings of experiences before 

and after Jeju 4.3 and his daughter's diaries.

3. Research method

The interactions between Im Kyong Jae and his daughter for treating 4.3 trauma, will be 

analyzed according to the psycho social approach Woods & Hollis(2000) suggested by 

sustainment, direct influence, exploration-description-ventilation, pattern-dynamic reflection, and 

developmental reflection. Im Kyong Jae was put on the position of a client and  his daughter 

on the position of a social worker. This focused on the interaction between a client and a social 

worker. Nonetheless the analysis of drawing works and diaries on the basis of the psycho social 

approach can be criticized about limitation of validity for generalization. No drawing therapy 

method for trauma healing case study was attempted  and  no psychological scale was used for 

experimental measurement to testify any change. Research method was to analyze 2 drawings 

book of Im, Kyong Jae and his daughter's diaries recording intensive interviews and observations 

for more than 7 years.

III. Case Study

1. Sustainment  

According to Woods & Hollis(2000), sustaining procedures are those designed to reduce 

feelings of anxiety or lack of self-esteem or self-confidence by a direct expression of the worker's 
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confidence or esteem for the client, or confidence that some external threat is not as dangerous 

as it seems, or by demonstration of interest in the client-acceptance of the person and desire 

to help. In such work, the relief comes not from self understanding but from the worker's implied 

assurance to the client who has placed confidence in him or her that is not necessary to be so 

worried. The dynamic is not one of reasoning but of faith, dependent upon the client's confidence 

in the worker's knowledge and goodwill(Woods & Hallis, 2000:131).  Sustainment refers to verbal 

and nonverbal communications that demonstrate interest acceptance, empathic understanding, 

reassurance and encouragement. An understanding nod, or smile and statements such as "Those 

feeling are natural" or "say more" help reduce client's anxieties and encourage them to trust the 

worker enough to share their concerns(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011)2). In special, this step is aimed 

to encourage the client improve self-respect by lessen his anxiety by expressing the worker's 

assurance that he can solve his psychological problem by and for himself. For sustainment 

process analysis, analysis units are 2 drawings called "we are Josun-ins3)" and the daughter's 

diary dated on January 8 in 2008, titled "Father and his memory"4).

Drawing 1.
Im, Kyong Jae, scary order to deliver rice(1). 2008

Drawing 2.
Im, Kyong Jae, scary order to deliver rice(2). 2009.

The same drawings titled scary order to deliver rice (1) and (2) were drawn for the first time on 

a sketchbook in color pen, on January 4, 2008, then on caligraphy paper in caligraphy ink on 

January 8, 20008 and many times from Sept. 25. 2009 to Nov. 5, 2009 by a series of drawings 

named "Deliver rice" by Japanese military(Im,K.J. 2010;2012). On the delivery day called Kongchul 

day, an 8 year old boy followed his father taking a horse carriage filled with rice to deliver to 

Japanese military. Standing on the delivery site the boy was scared at a village senior being caned 

by Japanese police while delivering rice. The frightened and scared 8-year old boy, holding his 

father's hand, asked his father, "why is he being battered?". his father's voice saying in a quiet 

whisper at his ears, "we are Josun-In. We are not Japanese" resonated his ears and his head in 

a unforgettable thundering sound forever for more than 60 years. His father's whisper "you are a 

Josun-In" made him feel a fit of anger and he made up his mind to be an independent fighter. On 

the site the boy begged his father to let him know how to ride a horse. On coming back home his 

father mounted the scary and angry boy on a 2 year old pony without saying any word(Im, 2010).

Her diary, dated on January 8, 2008, reveals that these drawings started with his daughter of a 

2)　Robinson H. & Kaplan C. 2011. Psychosocial theory and social work treatment. edited by Turner. F. J. in  Social work treatment: 
interlocking theoretical approaches.

3)　Josun-in means people of Josun Dynasty
4)　http://cafe.daum.net/amajones 
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social worker and professor at a community college who respects and loves his father as he is. 

But the daughter as a social worker didn't have any intension to experiment the practical theory. 

She just started it for the purpose of relieving his anxiety and depression by communication 

through drawings. The social worker could verbally and non verbally communicate with the client 

by demonstrating interest, acceptance, empathic understanding, reassurance and encouragement 

from the start to the end. This may have been absolutely possible because the daughter wanted 

to lessen the heavy burden of her father who had felt a lot to do even now for his children and 

grandchildren for all his life but had felt only regret and grief due to his incapability and self-denial, 

which was expressed in anger towards his wife, his son and his son's children, not his daughter 

nor daughter's children.

But the daughter found her father was drawing repeated drawings like a whip, a gun, a big 

Japanese military and a very small boy. And she demonstrated her interest and respect about 

father's experience and encouraged him to tell more by drawings and writings.

2. Direct influence

For direct influences, Woods & Hollis(2000:139-144) suggested risks in advice giving and 

recommendations as well as six techniques of varying degrees of directiveness:1)Giving advice or 

stating an opinion 2)making a suggestion 3)underlining 4)urging or insisting 5)strongly cautioning 

6)actually intervening in the client's life. Robinson & Kaplan(2011) showed an example of direct 

Influence:" would it help to ---", "It might be better to ---" Parent guidance and crisis intervention 

can require direct influence with workers sometimes expressing strong opinions, even urging 

the client to follow a particular course of action. Preferably of course clients arrive at decisions 

of their own thinking, but there are times when some degree of direction is clearly indicated. 

The worker's non-judgemental, concerned attitude aids the client in further probing about the 

situation(sustainment and exploration)(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011:395)5)

Analysis units for direct influence are the daughter's diary dated on January 9, 2008 and         

editor's postscript in I would like to fly like an eagle(Im, 2010:62-63).

Whenever father expresses, "I lost all the land and what I've gotten for all my life", "I feel 

depressed and empty" and "I feel angry at my wife and my son, and I cannot look for any hope 

even for grandchildren in the future," the daughter asks him, how often do you meet your son 

and grandson? Do you think you can have any influence on them actually? what can you do for 

them right now? Why are you worried 20 years later or 50 years later? Can you yourself actually 

help them to do what right now ? Your son and your grandchildren can live better than you in the 

future."(strong opinion of the worker).

The daughter finds her father thinks as the eldest son only about his son and grandchildren 

sincerely in the future. The daughter estimates his behavior as a kind of family anxiety, which was 

sometimes observed in the form of anger toward his wife and son, of the eldest of the eldest son 

over something beyond his control in the future. The daughter suggests father how about doing 

actually whatever he can do and suggests it might be better to leave your strong spirit to your 

grandson instead of trying to worry about anything beyond control(suggestion). The daughter 

contends that his pioneering spirit selected as his family motto to leave to descents through 

drawings can live forever and all the drawings can make more than the worth of all his lost land if 

he draws what he did and leave the book of drawings to the descents(suggestion and advice).

5)　Robinson H. & Kaplan C. 2011. Psychosocial theory and social work treatment. edited by Turner. F. J. in  Social work treatment: 
interlocking theoretical approaches. 
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The daughter suggests to her father she will pay 100,000 Korean won for a drawing and asks 

him for 50 pieces of drawings. And she promised him to pay 5 million Korean won for 50 pieces 

of drawings after getting the  apartment rent deposit in Seoul in August 15, 2008. Because she 

knows that father needs the money for seed, pesticide, and labor cost for farming. And the father 

promised he will finish 50 pieces of drawings until August 15, 2008(urging the client to follow a 

particular course of action).

The daughter would like him to draw all his life and relieve him of his anger or anxiety or grief or 

whatever his emotions may be by drawing all his memory. At the early interview, she suggested 

a big deal to her father because the daughter assessed her father felt lone and had a little 

depression. Thereby the father concentrated on drawing his memories. He quit worrying about 

his son and grandson while drawing memories. Instead he could concentrated on drawing his 

memories.

His daughter respects and loves his father very much as usual, and estimates his profoundly 

good and splendid abilities of leadership as a community leader, momentum, driving strong force, 

naturalist, profound knowledge about plants and farming, poetic tendency, deep insight, and 

perspiration, endurance, religious attitudes,  a good ability to sweep everything and even to draw 

his memory well and correctly. When he was young,   

Im, Kyong Jae began to initiate on his drawings of his life. He started from the first scene 

from his memory which was the drawing titled We are Chosun-ins in which Chosun-ins means 

Koreans before liberation from Japanese military regime. 

He became nearly an artist to concentrate on his memory of his childhood. His daughter 

expressed her compliment and respect about his drawing with so many questions and curiosity. 

They ripened their communication about his autobiography. The more fully and thoroughly she 

sustained him, the more concentrative he was on his drawing. In the meanwhile she found her 

father has a kind of obsession and fear and anger and anxiety of whip, gun, or wooden sword or 

combat plane during Japanese military era.

She kept her word to pay for the drawings by giving 5 million won and submitted some 

drawings of her father's at first to Peace Art Contest held by Korea National Art Association in 

Hyundai Art Mueseum in summer, 2009. Father's drawings were awarded Citizen Art Award by 

the association recognizing 'live art containing vivid local history'. The daughter showed father's 

drawings to 4.3 Peace Foundation authority in the 4.3 Peace Park. They visited him and took 

photos of his drawings and had audition whether it is ok to have exhibition or not in the 4.3 Peace 

Park. At last father's drawings were ascertained by committee of local history experts and allowed 

to have a private exhibition titled "I would like to fly like an eagle" in the 4.3 Peace Park for 3 

months from April 2, 2010 to June 30, 2010. And he won the honorary graduation certificate from 

Law Department of  Cheonbuk University which he had to quit on entering. His torn dignity was 

restored whatever little may be.

   

3. Exploration, Description, and Ventilation

According to Woods & Hollis(2000), to explore is to inquire. To describe is simply to give the 

fact as one sees them. To ventilate is to bring out feelings associated with the facts. Exploration-

description is a part of the psycho social study, effort to secure from clients descriptions 

of themselves. their situations, their interactions involved in their dilemmas(Woods & Hollis, 

1981;2000:144)6). Exploration, description, and ventilation describe communications between client 

6)　 Woods M.E. & Hollis F., 2000. Casework: A psychological therapy. McGaw-Hill Higher Education. 5th. Ed.
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and worker that elicit knowledge of the facts of the client's situation and that bring out feelings 

about it. A worker might say, for example, "Please tell me more about the problem at work," or 

"Just what is it that happens when you and your family get together?" When the feelings are 

ventilated, clients often experience immediate emotional relief(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011:395). 

Factual descriptions are rarely either neutral or emotionless. Sometimes the worker takes the lead 

and explores or inquires as the client explains or spells out the particulars in his or her words. 

Or, as often happens, individuals or families spontaneously " tell their stories, and the worker 

listens, injecting questions or occasional comments. In any event, the psycho social study is 

a collaborative inquiry, a mutual effort to construct a cohesive story in which the perception of 

the clients are of primary importance, even though the worker actively assists in the quest for 

information and coherence. The reciprocal process of exploration-description occurs not only in 

beginning when the initial picture is emerging but also in each subsequent interview, as the most 

recent events are gone over and to bring to mind other connected events and their meanings 

from the client's perspective. Of course, clients' interpretations of the facts are usually strongly 

affected by family and cultural attitudes that can be important to understanding(Woods & Hollis, 

2000:144).

Naturally, clients frequently experience and sometimes express strong feelings on reviewing 

the facts as they see them. The distinction between experience and expressing emotion is an 

important one, and it is the chief reason that exploration-description and ventilation are placed 

together. Clients often experience feelings, even strongly, without showing them. Less strong 

feelings are often not overtly expressed. Yet a picture of the client's situations cannot be fully 

developed unless both cognitive and affective components of the client's circumstances are 

sought. The worker, therefore, needs to be alert throughout the exploration-description process 

to feelings-feelings that might have been expected but have not been revealed-and to emotional 

reactions that may be specific to a particular client. These procedures are also inter locked 

with those of reflection(Woods & Hollis, 2000:144). In the latter, one often helps a client become 

aware of feelings that have been suppressed. This is cone commonly by encouraging clients to 

recognize emerging emotions as events are discussed. When such emotions are reflected upon, a 

great deal of ventilation may ensue. This release can bring considerable relief and may also be an 

important way of demystifying or making less frightening, feelings that are ambiguous or hard for 

the client  to understand. Futhermore, insight or self-knowledge, not just emotional release, may 

occur when exploration-description and ventilation occur in the context of comfortable relationship. 

Thoughts about oneself, about others, or about specific events can change as they are described 

and feelings about them articulated, often leading the client to new perspectives(Woods & Hollis, 

2000:145). 

 Analysis units for Exploration, Description, and Ventilation are drawing titled The day I will 

not want to remember forever(drawing 3) and other drawings from drawing 4 to drawing 11, the 

daughter's diary7), titled "The boy was tormented by winds rising between leaves",  dated on June 

21, 2008 and her diary titled "maternal uncle" dated  on July, 6, 2008

In her diary8), titled "The boy was tormented by winds rising between leaves",  dated on June 21, 

2008, the daughter wrote that "my father's consciousness in his drawing still remains in Japanese 

military era," but father "drew a pine tree(Im, 2008:11) he hid himself at night when Jeoji police office 

was attacked during Jeju 4.3."

On that day she invited Samchuns meaning seniors in the same village to have lunch with her 

7)　http://cafe.daum.net/amajones
8)　http://cafe.daum.net/amajones
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father and her mother of 73 years old. There were 3 more old grandmothers who had come 

from different villages but lived together in the same farming village for more than 60 years. 

The daughter asked all the old women, called Samchun which is a dialect to call anybody and 

everybody familiar, "Samchuns, what were you doing during Jeju 4.3?" They competed talking 

about where they had been and what they had done and what they had seen during Jeju 4.3. 

The oldest woman of 78 told she saw the liberation on the ship for Mokpo, when she arrived at 

Mokpo, she saw all the people dancing with Korean national flags.

Another oldest woman named Lee Kong Yo, who was 78, told she didn't know anything about 

4.3 at that time. She didn't have any experience because she lived in a fishing village on the coast  

but she told that she had seen  people from mountains evacuating themselves to her fishing 

village on coast line. Married early and came to this village, she told, "all the youth in the village 

bowed to your grandfather for all their lives because your grandfather saved their lives." The 

daughter found her witness's evidence in drawing 7 titled The horrible day. Another old woman 

Samchun named Kim, Kyung Chun, who was 76 from the next village told about the accident she 

saw herself the execution site in the elementary school playground. She continued to talk about 

mother's grandfather's adopted son, who came back after graduating from university in Japan, 

became a teacher. All the family and relatives and village people were busy with preparing for 

wedding rice cake and meat just before wedding ceremony. But the bridegroom was doomed to 

be shot to death by firing squad with other 6 more teachers on the playground of the elementary 

school. And all the village people including her were forced to be taken out and to see the sight. 

She added the food for wedding ceremony became that for funeral of 7 teachers.

The cold and hot memory of speechless 60 years of Im and his wife burst up from this moment. 

"mom, what were you doing during Jeju 4.3?" She told " I was drawing National flags on the white 

cotton cloth and white caligraphy paper. My cousin brothers, who were teachers after coming 

back home from Japan, got together at out house and asked me to do that. My mother made all 

of us white rice soup all the night. The next day we came to Hallim elementary school playground 

and each 4 or 5 people formed a scrummage singing 'give us freedom or rather death' and 

shouting 'we want Josun's complete independence'. But all the people who drew national flags 

at our house were drwan out and shot to death in Josu elementary school." Daughter asked her, 

why didn't you go to the elementary school playground while all the people were drawn out to see 

the execution sight?" She answered, "to my strangeness I didn't go to the playground. I stayed 

at home. Elementary school was just in front of our house. On that day and night black crows 

croaked all day and night for many days. My very bright and intelligent cousins were shot to death 

at the same place and at the same day. You don't have any victim from your family." Abruptly 

she offended her husband. They argued. That was the first time for his daughter to listen to her 

parents about their own vivid 4.3 experience. His wife told her story about her grandfather and 14 

relatives shot to death by firing squad. She said, 24 people were shot by firing squad by police 

on the same date because of the policeman's individual grudge for his killed brother by two mobs 

from the mountain. At that night, the two mobs threatened my big father with knife pointed into my 

big father's neck, "which one do you spare? your life or your wealth?" My big father answered. life. 

The mobs asked him to save a lot of rice and crops or he shall die. Big father had a big family 

meeting. And they decided who and what crops and how much of rice are divided. Big father is 

a chief of our clan. Then all the family should obey him. Then they signed their allocated missions 

and names. That document was the evidence of helping the people hiding in the mountains, 

'mobs'. My father didn't go to the meeting and he didn't sign it but he was allocated his mission. 
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On the promised day, all the family layed out the allocated rice or crops and my father gave out 

a big package of rice at the entrance of long alley to our house. To our surprise all the rice and 

crops were gone early in the morning. My big father and my father and mother carried a wooden 

box of paper money for bribe for my cousin brother's life and big baskets of rice and meat and 

side dishes for my cousin brother. But when they arrived at the police, the policemen told them, he 

was already shot to death under the hill out the police box and to bring it. My big father was out 

of mind and he shouted and shouted with rage and he was imprisoned too. When he was shot to 

death, he shouted with rage, crying "Hurrah! for Josun people's republic!" All the family members 

with signatures on the list were drawn out to the police and shot to death. At last all the men  from 

our family were shot to death thanks to my big father."

At the moment Im's wife reminded him, "you did not experience a really miserable one like other 

people. You don't know at all of what a miserable life other people lived because your family was 

protected by soldiers." "your mother got off her locker during 4.3 accident," the father went mad at 

his wife's remark about his mother and started to offend his wife. And the daughter had to make 

peace between them and asked, "when you got married to him, how was his mother, sane or 

insane?" When mother answered "I didn't find her insane when I got married to him", their argument 

let up. A few days before June 21, 2008, the father had talked many times about a radical leader 

from the village, plundered family, hiding places, and told he decided to draw the sight.

Drawing 3. Im, Kyong Jae, The day I will not want to remember forever. 2008.

Drawing 3. was titled The day I will not want to remember forever. He drew his mother at last. 

He drew his scaring and cold memory, wailing for poor mother. His daughter was surprised and 

shocked at the drawing for the first time. and hesitated whether it is OK with the family members 

to leave the drawing done, and she attached backing papers on his mother's face in the drawing 

for exhibition. He was wailing and wailing for more than 5 years from 2008 to 2012, drawing all his 

cold memory from his mother and his younger sister of 2 months old to friends, relatives, all the 
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people in the same village. Even in 2013 he was wailing for it. In the drawing 3, he wrote, 

Don't know whether father is alive or dead after he left home. While a student who know 

our family visited our village and propagated ideology, he informed my father was dead. 

My father's cousin- grandmother who was on that propaganda site informed us that father 

was dead. Yesterday mother told younger brother and younger sister. "00 and 00, go to 

aunt's house in the next village called Josuri and please survive there." Younger brother is 

too young to walk there and I will hide him under the persimmon tree up the orchard. At 

this time, a six year old younger sister came forward bravely, "I will go and survive" All the 

brothers and sisters are bare-footed.  It gets dark. Going into and staying home is insecure. 

The big tomb place is the most secure and comfortable. I should carry the younger brother 

hidden under the persimmon tree on my back. Terrified at the blast of grenade! Mother 

shouted, "dear boy, Kyongjae, run away fast! Let's go to the 000's thatched-roof house and 

hide in the ash under fire pit." I run and run carrying the baby in the cradle on my back. 

The bay is crying. It is not heavy because the baby is so small. In the fire pit! On the ash 

pile of the fire pit! Mother, baby and I lie face down. It gets dark. A narrow stream of dawn 

light sinks in the fire pit! At this moment, bomb! bomb! bomb! blast and explosion sounds 

of grenades from the Jeojiri direction. Mother jumps up suddenly. 'It's hot' Mother jumps out 

of the fire pit. I also jump out. I am running after mother, leaving the baby in the ash pile. 

"I will set fire to everything belonging to us with my hands." Mother goes into rooms and 

throws clothes and blankets out to the yard. Mother brings matches and sets fire to clothes 

and blankets. The fire blazes fiercely. She sets the fire to the roof of the storage dug under 

the ground for winter food. Abruptly the baby hits my head! The baby is crying helplessly 

on the ash pile. carrying the baby cradle on my back, I look east and west on the main 

road. Chokingly I look around looking for any woman. The baby is almost dead. A woman 

is coming from village. I come forward to her. Getting close to her, I am begging, "Our baby 

is almost dead. Please could you give your breast milk to the baby. Please." I am crying, 

embracing the baby. The first woman just passes away doing nothing. The second woman 

also just passes away. The third woman is our relative. Embracing the baby without saying 

anything, she is milking the baby. Next day, the day breaks. Went home. Our dog Maru and 

cat are keeping our house. Taking out some millet from a jar, I put it in my pocket. I have 

to eat some millet even though it is raw, not cooked. Mother doesn't eat anything. While I 

am worrying about this and that, my father's cousin grandmother came. The moment she 

comes and looks at my mother, she weeps and cries aloud. My mother is looking at her, 

just blankly and absent mindly. I am doing nothing but cry. She has gone. The next day  

my maternal grandfather came. He is a tall man. The very moment grandfather saw mother, 

he instantly starts wailing. Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah~~! Mother is just and only looking at him, 

blankly and absent-mindly with strange eyes. At this moment, I have to keep an watch. I 

climb the pine tree up the back hill of our house to keep an watch for a while and come 

back home. There is no grand father, no mother, no baby. Grandfather took them away to 

his home.

From this, he began to spill out his dormant memory on the white paper. His memory was vivid 

and correct like a movie screen. His narration was written direly in present tense.

He didn't read any historical book or any article or any record about Jeju 4.3. He drew only his 

memory. His daughter was surprised and shocked at his vivid drawings of when, where and how 

the event happened and what he saw and what he heard and what he felt and what he thought at 
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the event at that time. All the writings were written in present tense vividly. Then his urgent scared 

feeling and thought was explained well. His daughter could not help crying at his memory spilt out 

through drawings and writing(ventilation).

Drawing 4. Im, Kyong Jae,
Everybody is happy with liberation in August 15, 1945. Babels of voices, "have to smash the skulls of the flatterers to the Japanese. 2010.

He wrote in the drawing 4. titled Everybody is happy with liberation in August 15, 1945. Babels of 

voices, "have to smash the skulls of the flatterers to the Japanese(2010)

They had a news that HyunJusun who flattered the Japanese was drawn and abused 

publicly by local people. And he saw the poor Mundalsu's mother visiting his house and 

cautioning his mother with waving his head towel, "Now it is new era. Wait and see. My son 

can compete your husband." The boy had to listen to his father's saying that they are on the 

purge list no. 1. because they are stigmatized as an American agent because, when local 

people contends for now we should fight against the Americans, not the Japanese, his father 

answers, how can we win the Americans who already defeated the Japnese in one firing of 

atomic bomb.

Daughter asked him "why was grandfather on the purge list 1. Was our family pro-Japanese?" 

My father decisively, No. we were not. He drew another drawing about his father helping a Josun-

In run away from Japanese military who hid himself in the shrubs in the day and planted fir trees 

around the orchard at night. The boy helped him to plant the fir trees around the orchard. At last 

the boy saw his father helping him sneak into the boat to escape from Jeju to the mainland. The 

boy showed his father and his family were not Japanese agent. He drew about his father who had 

to deliver fruits such as pears and peaches to Japanese military base and that's why he followed 

his father and was familiar to Japanese officer Davawi who used to give hard track to the boy and 

the boy remembers a Japanese student soldier as his friend.  In a drawing, it was not 3 days of 

joy from liberation before I saw confusion of plundering(Im, 2010), wrote and drew the scene of 

plundering and stealing weapons and food the Japanese military left at Kamaorum when they left 

for Japan after unconditional surrender. Father felt "what was given to us is no choice but the time 

we can be put to death.
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The ideological attitude of the boy's father was confirmed by Lee, the elderly 7 years older than 

Im, on Dec. 25. Christmas party, 2008 when the daughter gathered lone elderlies in Chongsu to 

give a Christmas party. She asked them, what they were doing during 4.3 Incident? Lee told , 

"my father was an elementary school teacher and was teased to register to Southern Josun Labor 

party. And my father visited your grandfather(=the boy's father) and confessed his harassment. 

And your grandfather persuaded my father not to register to Southern Josun Labor party saying 

it will not be long before new world is coming soon. My father at the end was killed on the road 

by Southern Josun Labor party when he came back home from school. I went to the place with a 

carrier with your grandfather and village people and saw my father was speared to death. At that 

time I was 19 years old." Im's daughter asked Lee to draw any line about his memory. He drew the 

moving line to get the pierced body by circles for village names and moving line. The daughter 

found, her father has a special talent for drawing and these drawings may be possible only for her 

father.

In the drawing 5 titled, Youth Leader Hangs the white flag at the entrance of village (Im, 

KyongJae, 2008), the boy drew  and wrote as following;

The boy hidden with mother and baby sister sitting against the stone wall of the ancestral 

tombs feels horrified and thrilled, thinking when we shall die, whenever signal fires in the sky 

from Dangmul orum, Yigye orum, Saesin orum, Kama orum, and down sakbae tongsan(hill) 

at night thrilled the boy and his family hidden among the tombs. The boy is trembling with 

horror, thinking when is the time for me to die? When it gets dark, I fall asleep against 

the wall of the tomb. the youth who protected the village entrance to the last minute, are 

collapsed. No news about father. we don't know whether father is alive or dead. Youths 

surrender to the mobs hanging out the white flags everywhere. All the residents in the 

village were frightened and forced to follow the radical leader(ventilation of horror). Mun was 

a radical leader who was selected as a Japanese Soldier. Now he came back home with a 

big Japanese sword(ventilation of horror). My mother's cousin was handwriting and copying 

propaganda bills. But we don't have any mob even if other people called people in the 

mountain mob! mob! mob!
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Drawing 5. Im, Kyong Jae, Youth Leader Hangs the white flag at the entrance of village. 2008.

Drawing 6. Im, Kyong Jae, Decision to die. 2008.

In the drawing 6 titled, decision to die (2008. 8. 23), the boy wrote, 

" I will decide to make a bamboo spear. I have to buy a bamboo. I need money. This is urgent. 

tore a bamboo broom to pick up a long stick bamboo and trim it with a knife. I stick and scratch 

the bamboo stick under the closet again and again. A piece of a paper money was drawn out. 

The reddish 5 won paper money! The joy at this moment is beyond description. It is difficult to 

make a bamboo spear. The finished bamboo spear is too long and heavy for me to carry. It gets 

dark. I am restless and fretted and impatient. I will take 000(my friend) to cut a bough from an oak 

tree and I will make a garegichang -an oak spear with a pointed loom iron. I cut a bough of an 

oak tree. garegi is a pointed iron to roll the threads on the loom. This is much more comfortable 

than the last bamboo spear. I erected the garegichang  against the wall on the floor. I have to 

look around the public meeting place of the village and  all the village. All the village is so quiet. I 

have to come back home in a hurry. I run and run. In the yard, looking at the grandson holding a 

wooden spear, my maternal grandfather was crying out, wailing and wailing on and on, snatching 

the garegichang I've just made. Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah ---- you poor boy! Ah Ah Ah Ah you poor 

boy. You are crazy for dying in a hurry. Ah Ah Ah Ah Ah-----. My grandfather broke all the 

garegichang (the oak tree spear with a pointed iron) I managed to make with my full brain and 

capacity. Grandfather disappeared, telling me to hide yourself well.
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Drawing 7. Im, Kyong Jae, The horrible day . 2008.

In the drawing 7, titled The horrible day dated on August 18, 2008, they boy spilled out his 

horrible memory(ventilation).

when dusk began to fall, father of no news appeared but I don't welcome him. I am just 

looking at him. Soon I can feel a strange bad movement. Car noise was heard in front of our 

house. People are running and running. White flags on the tomb were pulled out. I cannot 

tell whether they are policemen or soldiers. They set machine guns with bullets on the tomb 

in front of our main gate leading to our house. I cried out, cried out. Running to the public 

meeting house to the fullest speed. No! No! No! don't shoot! don't shoot! don't fire! don't fire! 

There are people in the public meeting house! There are my brothers. Don't shoot! Don't fire! 

I am running and running to the meeting place. 4 people running following me had carbine 

rifles but it is strange that on their caps, there is no sign. 000 and 000(radical leaders) ran 

away through back door of the public meeting house. The rest of the youth were caught 

and taken to the yard of our house. They were ordered to stand up and sit down battered 

one by one. 4 of my second cousin brothers were there battered and hit. I am just crying 

and crying looking at them. My brothers and all the youth were totally innocent. When it gets 

dark, all the people caught to the yard of our house were hit on the body and slapped in 

the cheek and sent back home. White flags, soldiers with carbine rifles, and my father got 

on the car and disappeared to the next village called Jeojiri. How bad and unscrupulous my 

father is to leave all of us like this!  Now when I am drawing and writing this memory, I am 

tearing(ventilation of his horror and his anger against his father).

The daughter asked his father, "what was your father(her grandfather) doing during at 4.3?" 

Father drew a drawing titled Encountering with second lieutenant Mun SungKil on September 3, 

2008. Drawing 8 showed what the boy thought about his father, and what he was doing during 

4.3. He wrote direly in present tense what he saw and what he felt as following(ventilation of horror 

and anger):
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Drawing 8. Im, Kyong Jae, Encountering with second lieutenant Mun SungKil . 2009.

Mother, baby and I will die in this room. not scared. late at night. but noisy and loud. 

sound of a lot of hurry walking steps. Father opens the backdoor without any sound and 

ran away. Mother didn't feel anything out of mind. Younger sister and brothers slept in the 

big room. Mother, baby and I will die in this room. not scared. At the moment, feeling thrill 

of horror at my head at tramping sound stepping up the corridor, heard voice of people. 

Abruptly door opened. Father! it is father. Picking out his head out of the door, he said, 

"soldiers!" and soon went outside. It is likely to well up tears. I wish the soldiers could stay 

here for a long time. But soon I realized they are leaving soon. It is black night. Father 

unexpectedly came in. I am raged at the running father even if I am young. When I grow 

up, I will get you, father. Mother gets out of mind, and her chin and her mouth was wristed 

already out of brain shock in the ash a few days ago. Mother lost her eye focus and didn't 

watch father. Father is dropping tears at mother. Father, what brought you here? I asked. 

"left Jeju castle and arrived at Hallim, and fighting between soldiers and --- in front of 

NongHyup finance corporation bank. runaway father. I am just looking at them blankly. 

cannot stand it. when I grow up, I will get all of you. Father wearing a felt hat, showed the 

soldiers in the house. Scores of soldiers. laid out straw mats. Before I know it is dawn. I 

see the soldiers slept in boots all the night. When it breaks out in the sun, there are guards 

surrounding my house, and garden and all the orchard. Later I found that the soldiers 

were supposed to attack armed civilian forces in Kum Ak orum but they mistook Jeoji 

orum for Kum Ak orum, and it happened that they came to our house mistakenly. The next 

gathering place is Hallim elementary school playground. Soldiers start leaving and father is 

unwilling to follow them unwillfully. I have to follow them. afraid that they can kill my father 

on the way. The way to Hallim elementary school is very familiar to me. I have to follow 

father, a far away from him. all the people was walking so fast. Soldiers are passing over 

Mang orum hill. Father is passing over the hill. I follow them without stop. Abruptly soldiers 

and father are not seen. I follow them just looking forward. come to the entrance of the 

old castle called Myongwol. sunken lowland in front of me. Neujiri orum looks so strange. 

noisy and loud sound of a lot of people. "Washa! washa! washa! Give us freedom or death! 
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Washa! washa! washa!" Father is not seen. In Hallim elementary school playground, Mun 

Sung Kil9) the second lieutenant is standing in the middle steps on the platform and says, 

"whoever wants to say is allowed to say whatever you think." After the soldier stepped 

down, the second to step up on the platform is my father. my father. Father is standing on 

the platform. Just after my father remarks a few, " in the day time, the police are bothering, 

at night mobs are bothering." at the same time, stones at father, " kill him, kill him, wa wa kill 

him, wa wa" people are throwing stones at my father. Playground is filled with people from 

elementary school students to the adults. So short that I cannot see them well. Two soldiers 

are stepping up on the platform and holding my father down in shoulders and went into the 

school building. I am just looking at the direction father was gone, out of mind, black out 

and blank. Soldiers start moving and getting on soldier trucks, soon father is seen among 

the soldiers, and I can take out a breath. On soldiers' leaving the place, some people are 

so busy walking away fast or others walking away slowly, and I don't feel alone on the 

way combing back home. On this day, it was found later that Mun assassinated regimental 

commander Park based in Jeju agricultural school in Jeju castle.

Drawing 9. Im, Kyong Jae, Whom can we live on? 2010.

In the drawing 9 titled whom can we live on? Im drew and wrote as following;

It was bright and fine early in fall. Where can we go to survive? Which tomb can we hide 

and sleep by? " Today they say, there is a word very scaring people are coming" They are 

welcome guests to keep our village, so we have to slaughter a pig for meat and to offer 

liquor. We couldn't put up with seeing the punitive expedition who have been already in 

our village before drawing out one by one, flinging, beating, hitting, however hard and well 

we treated them. They never gave any food to the captives all day. By the way, there is a 

rumor that the new coming punitive are much more cruel. Just thinking about it scares us 

enough to get goose bumps, so nobody says anything, only distracted with horror. All of us 

were just standing in a daze, with vacant eyes, doing nothing. Father whispered, we should 

desperately save lives of whose son, whose son, whose son ...... and whose son. Moon 
9)　Father wrote Mun Sung Kil by his memory in 2008, but daughter checked out in 2010 from history book the name was Mun 

Sang Kil.
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was high in the sky. There sounds father's hem(meaning something)! Nobody moves frozen. 

Captain of punitive expedition appears! There is shouting and blustering! 'Where is Im, Kuk 

Rip(my father)?' The captain was walking down to main road. drunken and twittering. My 

father bowed to them, taking off his hat. 'Turn around there and go!', bang! bang! bang! 

bang! next morning Maru, our dog, is moaning. Father may have gone to Ongpori. He 

came back home hopelessly. When the day broke, my mother out of mind, elder sister and 

younger brothers and sisters and my father and our dogs are just looking out at the captain 

of the punitive expedition. 000 is coming in carrying a 99 type gun. The captain of the 

punitive expedition is shooting randomly and countlessly at tin doors and even at my father 

with M2 carbine. My father began to run away. I am running to the police box of Jeojiri. " 

Captain! captain! they are shooting countlessly". "Who?" and "why" "run to your house before 

me, and I will be ready with equipments and follow you soon". The captain ran to our house 

soon. But targeting M2 carbine at the chief of the police, the punitive captain is shouting " 

you, cub, you shall die, I will kill you. who are you?", and turning around, he is shooting at 

our house again. The chief of the police turned back to the police box quietly. I am standing 

and looking at the scene in silence, making up my mind, 'I will carry a gun by all means' 

The dogs and cat play together well in our house. Maru doesn't leave house. There is 

nobody left alive except me in the drawing above.

In the drawing 10 titled A strange life survived the horror of death , the boy described as 

following:

Drawing 10. Im, Kyong Jae, A strange life survived the horror of death. 2008.
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This happened in the late of November when people harvested field rice and piled them in 

the field. People were frightened and scared at bombing sound. Today there is no bombing 

sound. People are lining up to look for their relatives in the coast village such as Shinchang, 

Dumo, Yongdang, Yongsu, and Kosan etc. to evacuate themselves. cannot describe what 

a sorrowful tragedy at Dumo police office, and Kosan police office and Kosan Elementary 

school! lining for Kosan. People from Jeojiri are lining up for Kosan with their cow's backing 

up their scrip to look for relatives for evacuation.

It is early in the morning. All the family gathered. Father, elder sister, younger sister 

and I preparing for evacuation. We had to see about 10 people, whose leader was our 

acquaintance and a rich senior in Kosan, they are with carbine rifles. The leader ordered 

them to take off the roof of our house and take it by wagon/carrier. They are taking off 

the roof and taking out from our house. They are arrogant taking everything. I saw their 

plundering from the first to the end. I was angered at them, looking at our house. My father 

was standing and cannot do anything but watching them out of mind. My father was waiting 

for uncle and I am waiting for grandfather from Sindo. There is nothing we can do. We are 

just waiting for wagons. When the sun was falling down below the mountain, uncle came 

to us. "To pass sinmul before darkness, we have to hurry up". One carriage by a cow, 

two straw mats, well-trained shepherd dog named Maru which we can rely only on. Maru 

is reliable. Maru can compete with 2-3 adults and Maru was accompanied by us. Sindo 

grandfather was in a hurry because of night curfew. It is a very dangerous road so sindo 

grandfather can not pass this village.

There is nobody who can trust us. There is no relative in Kosan. If any, we can be a big 

burden to anybody. Then we choose a horse mill where we unload chest box furnitures 

on the flat rock in the mill. I erect two straw mats in the mill and I crouch behind the mats. 

Maru is watching me. What I can trust is only Maru. While I am crouching behind the straw 

mats, Maru is barking at something. A man was running away. He looks very tall. I can feel 

relieved. After a while, the man came again. Maru is barking and attacking him desperately. 

A little later I can feel Maru's tail on my face. I hear Maru hit hard-puck sound and KKang 

-Aak sound of Maru! and Maru withdrews himself behind me. The stick Maru was hit by is 

Jungnang which is a long and hard wooden fence used for gate. They take away chest box 

furnitures and closet and straw mats from us. Nothing happened to me. I don't know when 

the dawn breaks. But I find the sun rising in the sky. Maru and I are crouching around the 

pond to wash hands.
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Drawing 11. Im, Kyong Jae, Naming is the way to the hell . 2008.

In the drawing 11 titled Naming is the way to the hell dated on September 25, 2008, the boy 

wrote in the present tense as following:

Kosan elementary school classrooms are full of refugees. The first time when father took 

me by the hand to a classroom, it was half filled with refugees. But it was not long before the 

room was full. A man with a carbine rifle on his shoulder is naming. He ordered us to stand 

up and sit down and narrow the space. 000! Come out. Nobody who doesn't experience 

this will know what it is. Roaring, thundering voice we are overwhelmed with. Pee and 

poop have got dry. A man wearing sword kicked and pushed us. We pretend that we sit 

down according to their order. But I cannot know whether I sit down or not(worst horror: 

ventilation). All the people whether they are natives or refugees in Kosan town were so 

busy. Refugee camp life have not passed 3 months before Mt. Halla and all the mountains 

and fields and all the orums except villages on the coast were burnt to black. There were 

no pine trees or forest left any more. Smoke burnt from old houses in each village lasts for 

more than one week. I spend with three calves in Suwolbong from early in the morning to 

late  in the afternoon.

 

After writing and drawing it, father wrote again adding postscript, "It rains in my eyes"(ventilation). 

In the drawing  12 titled Woeful and lamentable backing home dated on December, 10, 2008, he 

wrote as following:
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Drawing 12.  Im, Kyong Jae, Woeful and lamentable backing home. 2010.

A woman's grief: her husband who proved to be a member of pro-Pyeongyang federation 

of Korean residents in Japan was hauled in by police and she was violently raped by bullies 

and pregnant without knowing baby's father. Having lost her husband, she was woefully 

coming back home pregnant, with a baby tied on her back. Adults and children coming 

back home without saying any word are quietly trudging along the line carrying big or small 

bundles of stuff to the hometown which already burnt to black. When barley was reaped in 

un-burnt areas and all the fields turned green, there is no tree -even a finger-long tree left 

in swept and burnt areas, where the sprouts of wild chive at the bottom of the wall comes 

sparsely out here and there. Even if a house out of the fortress is not burnt yet, we cannot 

go out side the fortress. When we go outside the fortress by mistake, we can be shot to 

death anytime. Around villages over the hills heads of barley turn yellow to ripe. I would like 

to rip off the heads of barley. But it is only a cake in a picture.

In the drawing 13 titled "1949, torment without stops after scorch policy in the mountains of Mt. 

Halla" dated on January 29, 2010, the boy wrote as followings:
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Drawing 13. Im, Kyong Jae, 1949, torment without stops after scorch policy in the mountains of Mt. Halla. 2010.

There is no advance without any pain. I will hold a gun regardless of my father's objection 

to it. At last I will never fail to get the gun. I could feel free to enter the police office thanks 

to father, so that I can manage grenade. Besides just after liberation day, I stole 2 rifles from 

Japan military base and hid them in the piles of stone at the gate. And I could practice firing 

in secret. I know one of four 99 type rifles allocated to our village is said to be out of order. 

On the demonstration fire, it proved to be out of order -poor at outburst. But I know it is not 

out of order because I know it can be different depending on gunman's position. I asked the 

police captain, " Shall I take the jammed gun to 000 at our home to fix it,  if you need it, I will 

bring it back to the police office again."  It is quite reassuring to bring the jammed gun to our 

home. As I expected, there is nothing wrong with the gun. A revolver for firing is working 

at the second stage. When I go to sleep, I can feel relieved because I got the gun charged 

with ball cartridge beside my pillow.

Any gun means relief to the boy in many drawings including drawing 14 besides drawing 13.
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Drawing 14.  Im, Kyong Jae, I was a poor student late for the opening of the school on May, 18, 1950. 2010.

I was a poor student late for the opening of the school on May, 18, 1950(Im, 2010), because land 

route to Jeju city is a scaring road. It is very dangerous to approach inside fortress from western 

area such as Kosan and Sinchang etc. To get to the Jeju city fortress, Usually the students 

from Josuri and Chongsuri had to go by fishing boat from Dumo of Sinchang to deck of Doduri. 

Police squad cars were turned over by the mob from mountains. I had new expectation through 

education in the future after every kind of adversity during Jeju 4.3 in the mountains. I was lucky 

to take a police car to Jeju middle school inside Jeju city fortress thanks to my parents but I felt 

out of mind. He is the son of ---- at 2nd grade, a son of ---- at 3rd grade, and --- at the 

1st grade are the most scaring student in Jeju Middle school student. " Keep a night watch from 

tonight" they ordered me. 000 from Doduri who is stout is mercilessly hitting and bitting 000 from 

Jocheon, a farming and fishing village in eastern part, with a stick. What a scaring big club! If I am 

hit by the stick, I can be beaten to death. I cannot stand it to death. "Come out! you cub! baby 

mob!"

Father used to say he was forced to have been a gangster since then. Because he hit and beat 

whoever despised him by mob! mob! mob! he said. there was no mob in our village. there was 

no mob in our village! Even in November, 2015, when he developed his senility, father is singing, 

"mob! mob!, let's play. there is no mob in our village. there is no mob in our village." The word of 

mob! was found to be a big trauma to the boy from the mountains so that it drove the boy to be a 

fighter in the school. The word of mob, mob cub, baby mob to be pointed at the mountain boy by 

city boys  can be interpreted to have collapsed the boy's dignity.

For autobiographical exploration from childhood, the daughter pushed her father to draw 

anything other than 4.3 experiences. But he returned to 4.3 again and again until 2010 while 

he was drawing his experience during 1950s and 1960s. The daughter found he has a kind of  

severe trauma related to horror and anger and depression during Jeju 4.3.

4. Person-Situation Reflection 

According to Woods & Hollis(2000), in the process of person-situation reflection, client 

consider the nature of his situation, his or her responses to it and the interaction of situation and 
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responses(Woods & Hollis, 2000:153). Person-situation reflection can be divided into 6 sub-

categories:1) their own physical health or the situation 2)Their own actions in terms of outcome, 

effects on others or alternatives. 3) The nature of their own acts, thoughts, and feelings. 4)The 

external provocations or stimuli or the immediate inner reasons for their reactions and responses. 

5)Their own acts, feelings, and thoughts from an evaluative stance 6)Their reactions to the worker 

and the treatment process(Woods & Hollis, 2000:154) 

Reflection of person-situation helps clients become more aware of perceptions, thoughts and 

feelings concerning their current circumstances and interactions with others(Robinson & Kaplan, 

2011:395). A father, angered and confused by his daughter's disobedience, might be asked, "Can 

you think of anything upsetting your daughter right now that could make her so defiant?" and 

What is it that makes her behavior so difficult for you?" Invitations to explore the client-worker 

relationship are also part of person-situation reflection:"I was wondering if you thought I was 

judgmental(indifferent or angry)?"(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011:395).

For evaluation of some aspect of the client's own behavior, in the sense of self-image, concepts 

of right and wrong, principles, values, or preferences, she asked many questions. She knew 

very well he has been a strong leader for farmers with a strong pioneering spirit, organized Jeju 

agrarian committee as the first chair and has been fighting against authoritative government for a 

long time. Even though he was awarded even the order of civil merit, magnolia medal for his great 

leadership for initiative community development and elected as a presidential electoral balloting 

during President Park Jung Hee era, he had courage to stand against the government. He has 

been just for farmers as a farming community leader and just for his family as the big eldest son. 

And his life principle is to actually practice pioneering spirit, and challenge spirit into action. But 

he cannot stand his family member or clans or friends in the same village being mocked at or 

despised by anybody such as being called a mob. He feels strong obligation to protect his family 

and community.

5. Pattern dynamic reflection 

Pattern dynamic reflection can help a client to consider his response patterns or tendencies. 

The 5th type of reflection(Woods & Hollis, 2000:153): to identify behavioral tendencies of clients, 

or patterns of thinking and feeling that lead them to particular actions or ways of thinking about 

events(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011:395). Patterns of behavior can be clarified: "Do you think you 

tend to seek closeness with people who are not available?" or " Does it seem to you that you 

sometimes argue with your son when you are really annoyed with your husband?" These 

procedures also encourage clients to explore their intra psychic functioning: " Have you noticed 

how you criticize yourself and devalue your own ideas?" or " I wonder if you wish others would 

take care of you the way you devote yourself to them."(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011:395)

The daughter encouraged her father to draw about the angriest and saddest experience he 

cannot stand. He drew the same scenes many times. And she could find out father's pattern 

dynamic reflections. 

The first pattern dynamic reflection was found the most often drawn scene with tears is the 

scene of delivery for Japanese military when he was an 8 year old elementary student. He drew 

the first drawing of that memory in color pen on January 4, 2008, and the first caligraphy drawing 

in caligraphy on caligraphy paper on January 8, 2008, 9 series called "scaring order for delivery 

from Japanese military" in September, 2009, and 2 big sizes in November, 2009.  5 writings and 
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drawings in January 2012 and  4 more fragments of writing and drawings even in August, 2013. 

He drew the same drawings in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2012, and 2013 with the same titles. The second 

most often drawn scene with tears is the that of "the day I will not want to remember forever."  

He drew the first drawing of that memory in 2008, wailing for his mother. He drew 8 series of 

drawing of the memory in detailed in September, 2009, titled "a night of bitterness". It cannot be 

an accidential coincidence he has lived as the best hunter with a gun or the best gunman for all 

his life. Why only gun nearby him in the day and beside his pillow at night can make him feel safe 

may result from mental trauma caused by violence and horror the boy could not escape during 

Japanese military era and during Jeju 4.3, when he was a young boy.

On April, 2, 2010, Kim Hyun Jong, a reporter of JejuIlbo Daily news wrote that guns, swords, and 

spears are very often found in Im's drawings. Kim, Hyun Jong interpreted, reviving the history, he 

let out and pent-up anger with brush strokes10).

6. Developmental Reflection 

Developmental reflection moves clients to consider family-of-origin or early life experiences 

that contribute to current personality and functioning. "Have you had feelings like this before?" 

can help people connect feelings of the present with situations in the past; sometimes just one 

such question prompts the client to recognize relationships between specific early experiences 

and current actions or attitudes. Parents of teenagers can be helped to reflect on their own 

earlier stages: "What was adolescence like for you?" Sensitively phrased inquiries may promote 

developmental insight: "Do you think you withdraw from your boss, expecting him to be critical the 

way your father was?" Questions, rather than interpretations, are usually preferable: then the client 

can feel free to disagree, or correct the worker's opinion(Robinson & Kaplan, 2011:395). 

Even his memory of childhood is vivid. When he realized his nationalism rising up in his deep 

heart, he was a very lucky and happy eldest son being loved by his grandmother, father and 

mother. The naive and innocent child without any national awareness likes a Japanese student 

soldier, whom the boy called his friend and when he said to him about his hunger, the child got 

some pieces of rice cakes for him from his mother(Im, drawing 16). In addition, he was sad to see 

the Japanese student soldier battered by his boss(Im, 2014). The grief for his friend sad emotion 

was locked in his memory for more than 60 years. When he drew the Japanese student soldier, 

he cried he remembering the student soldier was hungry and he was battered to death because 

he had never seen him since the battered scene. The boy was a humanist before he developed 

his nationalism in his mind. 

10)　http://www.jejunews.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=563018.
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Drawing 15.
Im, Kyong Jae, Transporting a shrine from school to home. 2008.

Drawing 16.
Im, Kyong Jae, A hungry Japanese soldier. 2008.

He had a lot curiosity so that when he entered elementary school, with determination to fight 

the ghost with a knife, he opened a Japanese temple box, or shrine, which was distributed to 

all the freshmen by Japanese elementary school, though the principal ordered them, "keep it 

holy and over your head, or a ghost will come out."(Im, drawing 15). He used to follow his father, 

who used to deliver fruits to Japanese military base, from his orchard, and took patients from 

the village to a medical officer at Kamaorum Japanese military base in Chongsuri, his hometown, 

interpreted Japanese and got some hard tracks from the medical officer called Davawi lieutenant. 

But in 1945, frightened at air raiders flying over head he feels horror and hides himself beside 

gravestone(Drawing 18).

Drawing 17.
Im, Kyong Jae, On the way to get some hard tack, Air Raid! 2008.

Drawing 18.
Im, Kyong Jae, 1945, a hiding boy between stone monuments. 2008.

Drawing 19
 Im, Kyong Jae, 1945. 8. 13. Standing on a hill to see so many planes. 2008.

Drawing 20
 Im, Kyong Jae, To hide pistols under a hip of stones. 2008.

On the liberation day, the joy that "we are fee", or that "we are literated" doesn't last 3 days 

before horror of death was upcoming. "the heads of people who flattered Japanese should 

be cut off." His father was put on the first purge list because his father answered "how can 

we win the Americans who beat the Japanese?" to the people telling to "fight against the 

Americans" for complete liberation.
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He decided to make a gun. He feels what he needs is a gun. when people dug guns the 

Japanese soldiers left and hid d eep under the ground around Kamaorum, He feels he also 

needs them, He dug rifles and cannons and bullets and hid them in the pile of stones at the 

entrance to the gate of his house.

Actually it is impossible to scientifically testify  if his trauma deep rooted in his cold memory 

has been healed through drawing because I didn't apply any psychology scale. But this 

research result demonstrates that his obsession and grief and anger was ventilated through 

drawings.

Im, Kyong Jae was awarded as a citizen artist from Korea National Art Association in 

2009. And his drawings were evaluated to have Jeju distinctly historical value by 4.3 peace 

foundation so that he could have exhibition in 4.3 peace park  and 43 drawings were 

exhibited in 4.3 peace park from April 2, 2010 to June, 30, 2010. He was invited to visit 

Chunbuk university by university president named Suh Geo Suk. He was awarded a No. 

1 honorary graduation certification from Law department of Chunbuk University. In addition 

his drawings were reported in May, 21, 2014 to have been posted on Jejustudies Archives 

in Jeju Development & Research Institute to be guaranteed permanent preservation and to 

be used as educational materials for modern local history source. In February, 2014, the 

2nd collection of his drawings were edited and published as titled chongsu Arirang series 

No. 3. Chongsu village history: Chongsu drawn in caligraphy ink on caligraphy paper. As 

the eldest son of his family he regained his old house he was born in to keep family honor 

in 2014 and he succeeded administratively and physically in destroying the water tank 

which was erected beside his ancestor's tomb because he has thought the water tank built 

beside his ancestor's tombs must have been in the way of the family success. He restored 

his dignity not only as the eldest son of his large family but also as a local history recorder. 

He can get relieved and return to his childlike and naive situation. Jung Sin Ji took an 

interview with him and wrote in April 7, 2013 that Im has a face of both a innocent child and 

a strong farmer with a cute historic awareness(http://www.jejusori.net/news/articleView.

html?idxno=127952)

Now in September 2015, he didn't wail any more for the cold memory of Jeju 4.3 because of his 

senility. He cannot draw any circle or any letters any more. But he is so happy and so grateful to 

god for everything. He prayed "Thank you God. Amen! Amen! like an innocent cute child.

IV. Finding

By analyzing the interactions between Im Kyong Jae and his daughter, shown in I would like 

to fly like an eagle(Im, 2010), and Chongsu village history:Chongsu drawn in caligraphy Ink on 

caligraphy paper(Im, 2014), and his daughter's diaries posted in http://cafe.daum.net/amajones 

from " Father and his memories" dated on January 8, 2008 to "dream of the eldest son" dated 

on April, 20, 2014, according to the psycho social model of Woods & Hollis(2000), this study 

found that Im ventilated his anger, horror, and anxiety through drawings and writings and 

intensive interviews with his daughter for more than 7 years from 2008 to 2014. The evidence 

was that even though he returned his gun to the police, he can sleep well. He shows any less 

resentment or anger towards other people than before. Though medical or diagnostic evidence 
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was not checked, in her diaries, there are many evidences of changing attitudes that father prays 

gratitude for god even in his senility, such as, " Amen, Amen, thank god, amen, amen!" and he 

has prepared to accept his natural death, pointing to where he will be buried in his orchard. He 

showed his calm and peaceful relieved facial expression. This drawing work started to lessen 

father's depression but interactions through drawings and writings and intensive interviews for 

more than 7 years shows the possibilities of verbal or non-verbal ventilation of bad memory or 

trauma obsessed for more than 60 years by the psycho social approach.

Through analysis of 2 books and diaries, the following findings according to inquires this 

research raised at the beginning are discussed:

First, was it possible to help the client with Jeju 4.3 traumatic memory to ventilate the emotion 

dormant for more than 60 years? Like research result of Porter, S. & Birt. A.R.(2001), it is found 

that traumatic memory is very special. This study was found to be in accordance with Kolk's 

argument (1995) that manifestations of traumatic memory "are invariable and do not change over 

time" was considered

Second, which was better to make it, verbal or nonverbal expression? As shown in the therapy 

session of S. Talwar(2007), verbal expression was not enough for his ventilation in that he 

ventilated various emotions on the paper besides just talking or writing. Sometimes his daughter 

helped him to sing a song, drumming the traditional musical instrument. Therefore to treat trauma 

all its forms-literature, music, painting, sculpture, film, dance or theater-art should be utilized. 

Thirdly, is a psycho social approach applicable and replicable to treat Jeju 4. 3 trauma?

The psycho-social approach that Woods and Hollis(2000) suggested was found to be a useful 

method to help the client to ventilate his traumatic emotion. But it requires pre-requisites that there 

should be completely reliable interaction between a client and a worker.  His relief was obtained 

through dignity restoration by complete respect and complete confidence and complete trust 

and environmental sustainment (including direct influence such as holding exhibition,  honorary 

graduation certification from university president, destroying water tank beside ancestral tombs 

and restoring birthplace etc) and psychological sustainment(respect, gratitude, love expressed 

by his daughter). It could be replicable for local people with Jeju 4.3 trauma. The problem is that 

it takes a long time for so many sessions. It should takes at least more than 2 years with verbal 

and non-verbal ventilation as well as interaction by intensive interactions. It will be necessary to 

illuminate it is not possible for short terms. 

Furthermore, psycho social approach cannot be applied for just short terms of sessions. The 

more sessions, the more ventilation. It takes a long time to ventilate 4.3 trauma. Im's case took 

more than 2 years just to draw out unidentified traumatic memories and to identify what they are. 

Though how many sessions were not counted, almost everyday they have interview and meeting 

for more than 7 years. 

Therefore policy implication can be suggested as followings:

First, senior citizen center in every village should be used for the regular program for Jeju 4.3 

trauma treatment for a long time. 

Second, a pragmatic and systematic tool for standardization should be developed for Jeju 4.3 

trauma treatment. For effective 4.3 trauma treatment, how many sessions, how long, and what 

kind of technology? At least more than 24 sessions, more than 2 years, and verbal as well as non 

verbal tool may be required.

Third, the torn dignity caused by undue stigma toward Jeju local people during Jeju 4.3 should 

be healed and restored on the local level, national level, and international level through mutual 
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understanding, respect, and love toward human being beyond ideology.
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